
Focus Idea: Christianity is marked by the acceptance and the sharing of grace. Having received magnificent, 
undeserved forgiveness from God, believers are called share forgiveness with others in their world.

The Context: Matthew chapter 18 contains several teachings about distinctive Christian ethics. In these short lessons 
and stories, Jesus instructs his followers to live in ways that contrast with the prevailing beliefs of First 
Century Greco-Roman culture. In verses 1-5, Jesus challenges notions of power and authority by 
declaring that the greatest persons in the kingdom of heaven are those who behave like children. His 
teachings in vs. 6-9 offer radical wisdom: It is better, Jesus says to amputate your arm or gouge out 
your eye than to allow those body parts to drag you into eternal sin. Verses 15-20 provide further 
instructions about dealing with conflict in uniquely discreet and generous ways.

The Characters: Simon Peter, the fisherman-turned-mouthpiece of the disciples, asks the question that prompts Jesus’ 
teaching about forgiveness.

The Core: In many ways, Christianity is like other world religions. Followers of Jesus believe in helping the poor, 
minimizing violence, remaining humble before a transcendent power, and practicing honesty. But in 
one specific way, the teachings of Jesus stand apart from other global faiths: Christianity is a religion 
about grace. 

Grace means “unearned favor” or “unmerited love.” The Bible’s is a story of God making the first move 
to accept and rescue people who aren’t living in the right ways. It’s a story of setting aside justified 
punishment for the sake of love and freedom. While so much of human life operates on a system of 
“retribution” or “karma” (you end up getting what you deserve), Christian faith hangs on to the radical 
notion that God doesn’t hold sins against people and accepts even those bad track records. You don’t 
always get what you deserve.

In Matthew 18, Peter asks Jesus about the limits of grace. How often should a disciple forgive 
someone who has sinned against him? In suggesting that seven times might be appropriate, Peter 
was already exceeding the common convention; most rabbis in this time said that forgiving three 
times was enough.

Jesus wasn’t impressed. Not seven times, he says, but seventy-seven times (or seventy times seven in 
some translations). In the Bible, seven is the number of fulfillment or completion; Peter likely thought 
that forgiving to that extent was the fullest measure of grace. Jesus says otherwise. “Enough” is never 
enough. Completion is never complete. You can’t limit forgiveness, you can’t come to the limits of 
grace. Seventy times seven is a standard that implies unending forgiveness.

Jesus’ parable about two debtors requires no interpretive skill. The story is simple and stark; those 
who have received incalculable grace from the Heavenly Father must express grace themselves. 

This teaching presents Jesus at his most explicit. The characters are “angry” and “outraged” at the 
unmerciful debtor’s treatment of his fellow servant. There is no gray area; Jesus states flatly that God 
will retract his expression of grace to those who do not live grace-filled lives (vs. 34). The church was 
to differentiate itself from the world in this non-negotiable way: Grace must be received and given. 


